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Aim of this document
This document gives a summary of the software design for the core software development by the CCP PET-MR. This

is currently still work-in-progress.

Background
Please read the User Specification Document first (available at http://dev-www.ccppetmr.ac.uk/sites/dev-

www.ccppetmr.ac.uk/files/CCP-PETMR-Software-User-Specification.pdf ).

This document is based on an evolving document (available at http://1drv.ms/1Qt4Q1B) with a library specification

and pseudo-code which is used to get community input and discussion.

The challenges in producing this design include:

 achieving a balance between incorporating necessary, but distracting practicalities, and clarity of expression,

 no single individual fully understanding all steps and factors required in both PET and MRI reconstruction,

 ensuring a mapping between the proposed higher level script and the underlying code that will be executed

(currently STIR and Gadgetron),

 adjusting to the streaming philosophy of Gadgetron or making use of its toolboxes,

 a desire to produce code that has both educational value, and that can run on real-world data,

 adopting a design that does not preclude future extensions.

Overview
Our framework will be based on existing open source software projects, currently STIR and Gadgetron. Our approach

is not to expose complete functionality but rather to provide a subset according to our needs.

The functionality will be provided at different levels but will go down at least to forward/backward operations for

both PET and MR.

User documentation will be provided in the MATLAB/Python native help system.

A complete description of the library is under construction, currently in the above mentioned live document (at

http://1drv.ms/1Qt4Q1B). The text below gives example functionality to summarise what will in principle be made

available.

Framework general conventions
We will follow a (pragmatic) object-oriented programming style with creation of objects that have methods to

perform actions on the objects. Objects generally contain all information to be able to interact usefully with them.

For instance, an Image object contains not only the image data, but also the spacing and orientation info, acquisition

time, patient info etc.

Functions/methods will perform consistency checks on input arguments and use the standard MATLAB/Python error

mechanism to interrupt the processing, i.e. functions do not return an error status.

Classes will follow a simple hierarchy, where top-level describes the generic functionality, and derived classes

add/specify functionality. For example, RawData and PETRawData & MRRawData.
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Basic data structures
We will have basic functions for creating images (real or complex), copying from an existing image, reinterpolating to

a different grid size, transforming using rigid transformations, numerical manipulations etc. Ideally we are prepared

to handle non-voxelised images (e.g. blobs, non-Cartesian grids, wavelet representations, etc.), but this functionality

will come at later stage.

A subset of these functions needs to exist for raw data (e.g. creating an empty data-set from existing data, numerical

manipulations).

A study would contain several series, some of which would be images, some raw data and so on.

We will have a limited set of functions to create sample images and to display data. However, we will rely mostly on
existing capabilities within MATLAB/Python (potentially also via external packages).

Examples:
image = Image('myimage.hv');
array = image.to_matlab();
% display one slice
imshow(array(10,:,:),[])
% find out how long the acquisition was
exam_info= image.get_exam_info();
T = exam_info.get_frame_duration() ;

Forward modelling and backward processes
The AcquisitionModel hierarchy is used for forward modelling (image to data space) and for the transpose or adjoint

operation (which we call the backward operation).

Examples:
; PET model via parameter file
PET_acq_model = PETAcquisitionModel('parameters.par')
trues_est = PET_acq_model.forward(PET_image);
back_projection = PET_acq_model.backward(trues_est);

; general MR model
; E: apply CSM, FFT, 2D gridding;
; EH: apply dcf, 2D gridding, FFT, apply CSM
CSM = MRCoilSensitivityMaps(parameterfile);
MR_acq_model = MRAcquisitionModelFourier;
; Fourier encoding
MR_acq_model.set_encoding(parameterfile);
MR_acq_model.set_coil_sensitivity_maps(CSM);
; give information on varying sampling density
; for non-Cartesian trajectories
MR_acq_model.set_density_compensation_function(parameterfile)
; motion (if known) would be added above

MR_est = MR_acq_model.forward(MR_image);

Basic reconstruction
We will have a reconstruction hierarchy, with different algorithms as “nodes”. This allows users to perform

“standard” reconstructions of the data (i.e. the reconstructions that we have implemented). This is a top-level

interaction with our framework. Users who want to write their own reconstruction algorithms will need forward

modelling etc. (see previous section).

Examples:

% PET via OSEM.
osem = OSEMReconstruction('parameters.par')
% change some parameters manually, e.g.



osem.set_subsets(12)
% reconstruct
osem.set_input(PET_data);
osem.process()
image = osem.get_output();

% MR Standard Cartesian reconstruction (fully sampled)
MR_acq_model = MRAcquisitionModelFourier;
recon = MRReconstructionDirect(parameterfile);
recon.set_input(MR_data) ;
recon.set_acquisition_model(MR_acq_model);
recon.process()
image = recon.get_output() ;

Objective functions
The objective function contains the acquisition model, the noise model, prior information (or penalty) and any

constraints on the estimated variables. This can then be maximised by an external optimiser (or by our own

optimisation algorithms). This allows users to use research joint-priors or similar without having to know details

about acquisition models or optimisation algorithms.

We will have derived classes for PET and MR with associate noise models and constraints.

Examples:

% create objective functions using parameter files
PETPoissonLogLikelihoodObjectiveFunction PET_objf(‘PET.par’);
MRWLSObjectiveFunction MR_objf(‘MR.par’);

% Set current image
objf.set_current_estimate(image);
objf.process();
% get gradient etc
gradient_image=objf.get_gradient();
value=objf.get_value();

Testing framework
We will have a framework for automated testing. This will first rely on the tests provided by the underlying packages

(e.g. STIR, Gadgetron), but we will have additional testing for the MATLAB/Python interface that we create. Tests will

be both tests per class and overall tests using acquired data.

Example: synergistic PET and MR reconstruction using iterative optimisation
In this example, we use some of the above components to describe a general method for joint PET-MR

reconstruction. Researchers can use existing components for some of the steps below or implement their own.

PET_acq_model = PET_acquisition_model(parameters);
MR_acq_model = MR_acquisition_model(parameters);

for iteration = 1:num_iterations

% Map PET image to PET data space
% (i.e. model data mean, predict PET data for current image)
% e.g. Line integrals for 3D PET geometry.
pet_modelled_data = PET_acq_model.forward(pet_image_estimate);

% Map MR image to k-space (e.g. calculate k-space data for current MR image)
% e.g. Fourier encoding matrix.
mri_modelled_data = MRI_acq_model.forward(mri_image_estimate);

% Compare modelled data and measured data.
% e.g. gives difference for LS, ratio for Poisson



pet_datacmp = data_comparator(pet_modelled_data, pet_raw_data, PET_cmp_type);
mri_datacmp = data_comparator(mri_modelled_data, mri_raw_data, MR_cmp_type);

% Map the data comparison ('correction factors') back to image space
% e.g. backprojection along lines for 3D PET geometry
% e.g. hermitian transpose of the Fourier encoding matrix for MR
pet_datacmp_imspace = PET_acq_model.backward(pet_datacmp);
mri_datacmp_imspace = MRI_acq_model.backward(mri_datacmp);

% Generate an additive or multiplicative correction image (search direction
vector)
% e.g. forms EM update image for PET, or just the gradient of the Poisson log-

likelihood
% e.g. forms conjugate gradient direction image for MR, if update_type == CG
pet_corr_image = get_search_image(pet_datacmp_imspace, PET_acq_model,

update_type);
mri_corr_image = get_search_image(mri_datacmp_imspace, MRI_acq_model,

update_type);

% Modify the search direction using the other modality
% e.g. use the MR image as prior to modify PET ML search direction to MAP
% e.g. MAP from GEM, de Pierro, etc.
% e.g. use the PET image to modify the CG MR search direction
pet_direction = apply_MRIprior(pet_corr_image, mri_image_estimate, prior_type);
mri_direction = apply_PETprior(mri_corr_image, pet_image_estimate, prior_type);

% Apply the search directions to improve the current image estimates
% (update info has step size)
pet_image_estimate = update_recon(pet_image_estimate, pet_direction, update_info);
mri_image_estimate = update_recon(mri_image_estimate, mri_direction, update_info);

end


